In this follow-up paper of [1] we further discuss the occurrence of a magnetically induced tachyonic instability of the rho meson in the two-flavour Sakai-Sugimoto model, uplifting two remaining approximations in the previous paper. That is, firstly, the magnetically induced splitting of the branes is now taken into account, evaluating without approximations the symmetrized trace which enters in the non-Abelian Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) action. This leads to an extra mass generating effect for the charged heavy-light rho meson through a holographic Higgs mechanism. Secondly, we compare the results in the approximation to second order in the field strength to the results using the full DBIaction. Both improvements cause an increase of the critical magnetic field for the onset of rho meson condensation. In addition, the stability in the scalar sector in the presence of the magnetic field is discussed.
Introduction
The Sakai-Sugimoto model [2, 3] is one of the most used holographic QCD-models to study effective low-energy effects of a QCD-like theory at strong coupling. Its main merits are the incorporation of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking, closely related to the description of confinement in the model, and the fact that previously constructed effective low-energy QCD models (such as the Skyrme model for pions, the hidden local symmetry approach for the coupling of pions and rho mesons, vector meson dominance for the pion formfactor, etc.) drop out automatically.
In this paper we further investigate the stability of the two-flavour Sakai-Sugimoto model in the presence of a magnetic field, and this in the confinement phase. We will find stability in the scalar and an instability in the charged vector sector. Previous stability analyses of the Sakai-Sugimoto model (SSM) have mainly focused on the case of a background chemical potential. In particular Chern-Simons-induced instabilities to spatially modulated phases have received quite some attention recently [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . Earlier works in this context include [10] , and [11] on the (T, µ, B) phase diagram in the Sakai-Sugimoto model. More relevant for our current purposes is the DBI-induced instability in the presence of an isospin chemical potential studied in [12] , where a tachyonic instability of the rho meson and ensuing rho meson condensation was described. We will encounter a somewhat similar phenomenon here, but as a result of the presence of a background magnetic field B and zero chemical potential.
The papers referred to above which include magnetic fields, use the original antipodal SSM in which the flavour branes are positioned B-independently at opposite points on the supersymmetry-breaking circle of the background. We will focus on the more general non-antipodal embedding of flavour branes, in which case the embedding does depend on the magnetic field, corresponding to chiral magnetic catalysis in the dual field theory [13] .
The stability of the embedding of the flavour branes has been checked in [2] for the antipodal case, and in [14] for the non-antipodal case. We extend this analysis to the non-antipodal, B-dependent em-bedding, finding what we referred to as 'stability in the scalar sector' earlier.
We believe we are also the first to consider multiple non-antipodal embedded flavour branes N f > 1 that couple to the external magnetic field with different electric charges, modeling differently charged upand down-quarks. Taking this complication into account will create a magnetically induced splitting of the flavour branes, interpreted as explicit breaking of the U(N f ) chiral symmetry to a product of Abelian U(1) chiral symmetries, which makes the evaluation of the symmetrized trace in the action significantly more cumbersome.
In the end, we find a holographic description of the instability towards rho meson condensation in the presence of a very strong magnetic field, first discussed in phenomenological QCD-models in [15, 16] . This is one of the many effects studied recently in the context of QCD in extreme conditions, a research area that has naturally gained more interest with the growing availability of data on quark-gluon plasma from LHC and RHIC experiments. There, not only high temperatures and high densities are present, but also, when the plasma is created in non-central heavy ion collisions, very high magnetic fields (of the order of 10 15 Tesla) [17] . For a review on strongly interacting matter in magnetic fields, see [18] and references therein.
Many magnetic effects have been investigated in the Sakai-Sugimoto model, so, to avoid incompleteness, let us refer here to the review paper [19] for a nice overview.
Goal and strategy
Basic argument for rho meson condensation in field theory In [15] , a possible magnetic instability of the QCD vacuum towards a phase where charged rho mesons are condensed is discussed. The basic argument for this rho meson condensation at some critical value of the magnetic field B c , is that the charged rho meson combinations which have their spin aligned with the magnetic field B, have an effective mass squared m based on the fact that the n-th energy level of a free, structureless spin-s particle with mass m in the presence of a background magnetic field B = B e 3 is given by the well-known Landau level quantization formula
3 + (2n − 2s 3 + 1)eB (2.3) with p 3 the particle's momentum in the direction of the magnetic field, and s 3 its spin projection on the same direction. This leads to (2.1) for the lowest-energy rho meson p 3 = 0, n = 0 with spin s 3 = 1.
The above argument holds in the context of the bosonic effective DSGS-model [20] for rho meson quantum electrodynamics, used in [15] . Somewhat later, the rho meson condensation effect was also shown to emerge in the NJL-model [16] . It should be clear however that rho meson condensation is merely conjectured to occur in QCD based on these descriptions in effective QCD-models, not proven nor experimentally observed. To date, the effect of rho meson condensation has been discussed in [15, 16, 21, 22, 23] using phenomenological and lattice approaches, in our work [1] using the Sakai-Sugimoto model, and in [24, 25, 26 ] using a bottom-up holographic approach. Its possible occurrence has been argued against in [27] -followed by a rebuttal in [28] showing that the counterarguments of [27] should not apply.
Goal Our goal is to study the effective rho meson mass squared m 2 ρ,eff (B) in a full-blown holographic top-down approach, using the Sakai-Sugimoto model. In a simplified set-up, we were able to show in [1] that rho meson condensation does occur in this model. The B-dependence of the rho meson mass will be further investigated here, thereby uplifting remaining approximations in [1] . The influence of chiral magnetic catalysis on the differently charged constituents of the mesons is taken into account by considering the non-antipodal embedding. This will lead to a modification of the energy levels (2.3). We shall however continue to use the nomenclature Landau levels. The instability is still present, at a somewhat higher value of eB c than the estimate (2.2). We focus on the confinement phase of the model and set the number of flavours equal to two, N f = 2, necessary to describe charged mesons.
Outline We start with an outline of the set-up in Section 3, including a short review of the SakaiSugimoto model. We fix the number of colours N c = 3 and the rest of the holographic parameters to numerical GeV units, in order to obtain results for m 2 ρ,eff and B c in physical units, comparable to otherphenomenological and lattice -approaches. In the same Section, the effect of the magnetic field on the probe branes' embedding is reviewed.
In Section 4 we discuss the stability of the fluctuations. For that purpose we plug a flavour gauge field ansatz containing a background (∼ B) and a fluctuation part (∼ mesons) into the non-Abelian DBI-action governing the dynamics of the flavour gauge field living on the probe branes, and expand the action to second order in the fluctuations. The eventual goal is to extract the effective rho meson mass from the 4-dimensional mass equation for the vector meson, the effective 4-dimensional action to be obtained from the DBI-action by integrating out the extra dimensions.
First, we have to choose a particular gauge to disentangle the scalar and vector fluctuations in the action, this is done in Section 4.1. Then we discuss the stability with respect to scalar fluctuations, corresponding to the positions of the probe branes. Next, we consider the vector fluctuations. This we already partly covered in our previous paper [1] , where we discussed the case of antipodal embedding and the case of non-antipodal embedding with the action approximated to second order in the total field strength F and with the extra assumption of coinciding branes. Here, we extend on these analyses by considering the non-antipodal embedding with magnetically separated branes, both in the case of using the action expanded to second order in F (Section 4.3) and the full non-linear DBI-action in F (Section 4.4). Because the field strength F in the DBI-action is accompanied with a factor proportional to the inverse of the 't Hooft coupling λ, which is large in the validity range of the gauge-gravity duality, the expansion to second order in F is commonly used. However, in the presence of large background fields, the higher order terms may become important (see Section 4.4.1). We therefore compare the outcome of using the F 2 -approximated action versus the full DBI-action, from which we can conclude that the difference in B c is very small and the F 2 -expansion was justified in our case after all.
In Section 4.3 the focus is on handling the magnetically separated branes. For non-coinciding branes, the symmetrized trace (STr) over flavour indices in the DBI-action no longer simplifies to a normal Tr. Instead, evaluating the STr (which can be done exactly to second order in the fluctuations) gives rise to complicated functions in the action (defined via integrals), which depend on the background fields and are discontinuous in the holographic radius u. We pay some attention to solving the eigenvalue equation for the rho meson eigenfunction with these functions present. The evaluation of the STr is discussed in Section 4.1.1, with the used -exact -prescriptions outlined in the Appendix, including a sketch of their derivation. In Section 4.3.2, for completeness, we briefly discuss the pions in the DBI-action. The Section ends with a comment on the validity of the use of the non-Abelian DBI-action for non-coincident branes.
In Section 4.4 the focus is on handling the extra dependences on the magnetic field from considering the full DBI-action. The resulting effective 4-dimensional equation of motion (EOM) (to second order in the rho meson fields) has extra terms compared to the standard Proca EOM used in phenomenological descriptions of the rho meson in a background magnetic field, making it harder to analyze. We solve the EOMs for the complete energy spectrum exactly in Section 4.4.3, with the main result for the generalized Landau levels given in eq. (4.131). The energy eigenstates are no longer spin eigenstates (as opposed to the Proca energy eigenstates), except for the condensing state.
We comment on the antipodal set-up with full DBI-action in Section 4.5 and summarize in Section 5.
3 Set-up
Review of the Sakai-Sugimoto model
The Sakai-Sugimoto model [2, 3] is a holographic QCD-model, involving N f pairs of D8-D8 flavour probe branes placed in a D4-brane background
where dΩ 2 4 , ε 4 and V 4 = 8π 2 /3 are, respectively, the line element, the volume form and the volume of a unit four-sphere, while R is a constant parameter related to the string coupling constant g s , the number of colours N c and the string length s through R 3 = πg s N c 3 s . This background has a natural cut-off at u = u K and is therefore dual to a confining QCD-like theory, living on the boundary at u → ∞. Imposing a smooth cut-off of space at u = u K uniquely determines the period δτ of τ:
with M K the inverse radius of the τ-circle.
The parameters R, g s , s , M K , u K and 't Hooft coupling λ = g 2 Y M N c are related through the following equations:
The duality is valid in the limit of a large number of colours N c → ∞ and large but fixed 't Hooft coupling λ = g 2 Y M N c 1 (with g Y M → 0), which means one probes the strong coupling regime of the 4-dimensional dual field theory in the 't Hooft limit. The backreaction of the N f N c flavour degrees of freedom on the D4-brane geometry is ignored. This is the so-called probe approximation [29] (or quenched approximation in QCD language). Furthermore, bare quark masses are zero, so this model is in the chiral limit 1 . On the stack of N f coinciding D8-D8 flavour pairs, there lives a U(N f ) L ×U(N f ) R gauge theory for the flavour gauge field A m (x µ , u)(m = 0, 1, 2, 3, u) describing massless excitations of open strings attached to the branes. This gauge theory is interpreted as corresponding to the global chiral symmetry in the dual QCD-like theory. The cigar-shape of the (u, τ) subspace of the D4-brane background enforces a ∪-shaped embedding of the flavour branes, encoded in the embedding function u(τ). This particular form of the embedding represents the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry U(N f ) L ×U(N f ) R → U(N f ) as the merging of the D8-branes and D8-branes at u = u 0 . The asymptotic separation L (at u → ∞) between D8-and D8-branes, indicated in Figure 1 , is related to u 0 as
In the original set-up of [2, 3] the embedding is antipodal: the flavour branes merge at the tip of the cigar, u 0 = u K . In the more general non-antipodal embedding, u 0 > u K , the distance between u K and u 0 is interpreted to be related to the constituent quark mass as the energy stored in a string stretching from u 0 to u K [32] :
with 2πα the inverse string tension, related to the string length through α = 2 s . In the latter set-up, unlike in the u 0 = u K case, it is possible [13] to model the effect of chiral magnetic catalysis [33] which says that a magnetic field boosts the chiral symmetry breaking and hence the constituent quark masses. More precisely, the authors of [33] discuss a low-energy theorem in the context of chiral perturbation theory, thereby finding that the chiral condensate grows (linearly) in terms of an increasing magnetic field, with the coefficient a function of the pion decay constant f π .
In this work, we will interpret m q as an indicator for the chiral symmetry breaking order parameter, for lack of a chiral condensate in the used set-up. Let us however remark that possible alternatives to define chiral order parameters can be found in, for example, [34] or [30, 31, 35] .
Numerical fixing of the holographic parameters
In this paper, for the purpose of presenting the end results in physical GeV units, we will fix the number of colours to three, N c = 3. We choose the number of flavours to be two, N f = 2, in order to be able to model electromagnetically charged mesons consisting of up-and down quarks. This means we are stretching the validity of the probe approximation, but we will nonetheless ignore the backreaction. With these choices, we are then able to fix the remaining free parameters in the model, R, λ, s , M K , u 0 , g s and L, by matching to the following QCD input parameters m q = 0.310 GeV, f π = 0.093 GeV and m ρ = 0.776 GeV (3.8) for resp. the constituent quark mass m q , the pion decay constant f π and the ρ meson mass m ρ , in absence of magnetic field.
The results of our numerical analysis are (for the underlying details we refer to [1] )
From these values we do extract a relatively large 't Hooft coupling, λ ≈ 15, and (via (3.6)) a value for the asymptotic flavour brane separation L ≈ 1. [36, 37] .
Using the above values for the parameters enables us to present all our results in physical units, and in particular compare our result for the critical magnetic field for the onset of rho meson condensation to the values obtained in other (phenomenological or lattice) QCD approaches.
Non-Abelian probe brane action
The dynamics of the stack of N f coinciding D8-D8 flavour branes in the 10-dimensional D4-brane background is determined by the dynamics of open strings with their endpoints attached to the branes. The spectrum of vibrational modes of these attaching strings contains a massless U(N f ) flavour gauge field with 10 components, which can be decomposed in a U(N f ) flavour gauge field A m (x µ , u) (m = 0, 1, 2, 3, u) living on the world volume of the branes (we set A Ω 4 = 0 and ∂ Ω 4 A m = 0) and a scalar field τ describing fluctuations of the branes along their transversal (τ-)direction. Before writing down the action for the flavour branes in terms of A m and τ, a few comments are in order.
While the low energy effective action for a single brane is known to be the Dirac-Born-Infeld action [38] , valid in the static gauge (i.e. alignment of the world volume with space-time coordinates) and for slowly varying field strengths, the full non-Abelian generalization of it for the description of a stack of coinciding branes is not. Tseytlin proposed in [39] to non-Abelianize the Dirac-Born-Infeld action by introducing a symmetrized trace STr. The action is still restricted to static gauge and the (in the non-Abelian case slightly ambiguous) slowly-varying field strengths approximation, ignoring derivative
This action was shown to be valid up to fourth order in the field strength, with deviations starting to appear at order F 6 [42, 43] . For the probe flavour branes we are dealing with, it is given by the following, which we will further refer to as 'the' (non-Abelian) DBI-action [39, 40, 41] :
where T 8 = 1/((2π) 8 9 s ) is the D8-brane tension, the factor 2 in front of the u-integration makes sure that we integrate over both halves of the ∪-shaped D8-branes, STr is the symmetrized trace which is defined as
g D8 mn is the induced metric on the D8-branes,
, and
the field strength with anti-Hermitian generators
3.4 Effect of uniform magnetic field on the probe branes' embedding
To model a uniform magnetic field B = B e 3 in the dual field theory, B = F em 12 = ∂ 1 A em 2 , we assume the background gauge field ansatz (e being the electromagnetic coupling constant and Q em the electric charge matrix) [3] A µ = A µ = −ieQ em A em µ (all other gauge field components zero) 13) or A and 15) where in the last line we defined the up-and down-components of the background field strength, F u and F d . In the rest of the paper we will denote eB as B.
The embedding of the (8+1)-dimensional D8-branes in the 10-dimensional D4-brane background (3.1) only requires the specification of one function, τ(u). This embedding function can be determined as a function of B by first plugging the above gauge field ansatz into the DBI-action (3.10), together with the metric ansatz 16) to allow for a different response of up-and down-brane to the magnetic field. Subsequently one can solve for u = du/dτ (for each flavour) by expressing conservation ∂ τ H = 0 of the 'Hamiltonian' H = u δL τ δu − L τ with S DBI ∼ dτL τ and assuming a ∪-shaped embedding, i.e. u = 0 at u = u 0 . The result for the B-dependent embedding is (for more details, see [1] ):
with
where f is short for f (u) = 1 − u 3 K /u 3 , A 0 and f 0 stand for A(u 0 ) and f (u 0 ), θ(u − u 0,l ) is the Heaviside stepfunction, and all the B-dependence is collected in the newly defined matrix A:
The up-and down-brane are thus no longer coincident in the presence of B, as sketched in Figure 2 . The change in embedding of the flavour branes caused by the magnetic field B models the chiral magnetic catalysis effect. The up-brane reacts the strongest to B, corresponding to a stronger chiral magnetic catalysis for the up-quarks than for the down-quarks.
The splitting of the branes represents the magnetically induced explicit breaking of global chiral symmetry, 20) caused by the up-and down-quarks' different coupling to the magnetic field. This is also reflected in the fact that the non-Abelian DBI-action for the two D8-branes reduces to the sum of two Abelian actions (the STr reduces to an ordinary Tr because the embedding matrix (3.17) is diagonal).
The B-dependence of u 0,u and u 0,d is determined by keeping the asymptotic separation L between D8-and D8-branes, as a function of B given by 21) fixed to its value at B = 0. L serves as the boundary condition on the branes' embedding 2 , see also for example the work of Preis et al. [13] . The B-dependence of the constituent quark masses then follows directly from (3.7), or in terms of the fixed parameters
The results for u 0 (B) and m q (B) (for both flavours) are shown in Figure 3 . The rising of the constituent masses m q with B is consistent with the interpretation of the B-dependent embedding as a modeling of the chiral magnetic catalysis effect (as already discussed in the Sakai-Sugimoto model in [13] ): as the value of u 0 , where the branes merge, rises, the ∪-shaped embedding gets more strongly bent, diverging more and more from the chirally invariant embedding of straight branes. The up-brane reacts twice as strongly to the presence of eB, corresponding to a stronger chiral magnetic catalysis for the up-quarks than for the down-quarks. In the special case of an antipodal embedding u 0 = u K at B = 0, turning on the magnetic field has no influence on the brane embedding: f 0 = 0 ⇒ ∂τ = 0 ⇒ τ ∼ 1 so the branes remain antipodal and coincident for all values of the applied magnetic field. Hence choosing the extremal antipodal model corresponds to ignoring the magnetic catalysis. It is interesting to notice that a similarly shaped plot as in Figure 3b was presented in [45, Figure 12] for the in [34] proposed chiral order parameter in terms of a background magnetic field (be it for the case of a non-compact τ-direction).
Stability analysis
To investigate the stability of the set-up with respect to gauge and scalar field fluctuations, let us first derive the form of the action to second order in the fluctuations by plugging the total gauge field ansatz
with (see (3.13) and (3.18))
into the DBI-action (3.10). The background components of the field ansatz (4.1) describe the background magnetic field (in A µ ) and the (B-dependent) embedding of the branes (in ∂ u τ). The fluctuation components will be related to resp. vector and scalar mesons in the dual field theory.
We have to evaluate (for notational brevity we temporarily absorb the factor (2πα ) into the field strength)
and
If the argument a of the determinant (which runs over the Lorentz-indices) is written as
with a (n) being n-th order in the fluctuationsÃ, the determinant can be expanded to second order in the fluctuations as follows
We denote the trace in Lorentz-space with a small tr, and the trace in flavour space with a capital (S)Tr. Splitting each component of a in its symmetric and antisymmetric parts
the expansion of the determinant (4.6) to second order in the fluctuations becomes
For our field ansatz we have
The symmetric part G of a −1 is diagonal,
and the antisymmetric part B has non-zero components
As a check, the first order terms in (4.8) do vanish on-shell, that is upon using the embedding function (3.18). The DBI-Lagrangian to second order in the fluctuations then reads
where
are functions of the background fields ∂ u τ and F 12 , so functions of u only, and diagonal in flavour space. The notation for the factors g −1
µµ is accompanied with a factor
only for µ = 1, 2.
Gauge fixing 4.1.1 STr-evaluation
The action (4.17) contains mixing terms between the scalar and gauge fluctuations in L 2 and L 4 . We will disentangle these couplings here by choosing a particular gauge. First we work out L 2 a bit further by evaluating the STr (3.11). According to its definition in [40] the STr takes a symmetric average over all orderings of F mn , D m τ and τ appearing in the non-Abelian Taylor expansions of the fields in the action. In particular, commutators, such as
The STr-expressions we encounter in (4.17) can be classified into two types: expressions of the form
. Here H , resp. G are even functions of the diagonal
resp.
andX =X a t a is some fluctuation -in the present case fully general fluctuations D mτ and off-diagonal fluctuations [Ã m , τ]. For expressions of these types the STr can be evaluated exactly [42, 46] as elaborated on in the Appendix A. Using the prescriptions presented and rederived there, we arrive at the following form for L 2 :
containing what we will refer to as 'I-functions' and 'I l -functions', defined in (A.7) and (A.8), e.g.
with ∂τ short for ∂ u τ and (withτ =τ a t a )τ
Having used g µν = g 11 η µν and absorbing η µν in the notation of the squares, (∂ µτ a ) 2 = ∂ µτ a ∂ ντ a η µν = ∂ µτ a ∂ µτa , all the products over µ in the above Lagrangian (and in all expressions following unless stated otherwise) are contracted Minkowski products.
The difficulty in evaluating the STr, although we restrict to second order in the fluctuations, comes from the presence of the background fields ∂τ (appearing in the induced metric on the flavour branes through G uu = g uu + g ττ (∂ u τ) 2 ) and F 12 (appearing in A as defined in (3.19)), which have to be ordered 3 within the STr. The functions containing the background fields have to be Taylor expanded before the ordering and subsequently resummed. This gives rise to complicated I-functions as in (4.20) , which in general have to be calculated numerically.
Choosing a 't Hooft gauge
We consider a 't Hooft gauge-fixing function [47] in the non-Abelian directions -assuming the Einstein convention that double SU(2)-indices b, c = 1, 2, 3 are summed over -
such that the gauge-fixed Lagrangian
will be free of mixing terms for a sensible choice of the gauge parameter ξ.
by virtue of the Faddeev-Popov trick: the partition function of a system with action S = dxL fulfilling the gauge-fixing constraints G a (A, τ) = 0 is written as
with proportionality constant the volume of the gauge group,
and ∆ G(A,τ) the associated Jacobian, or alternatively -through introducing the gauge-fixing as δ(G a (A(x), τ(x))− ω a (x)) and integrating over ω a having a Gaussian distribution around zero -as
Now we rescale the charged scalar fluctuationsτ a=1,2 →˜τ This boils down to deleting all dynamical terms for the fluctuationsτ a=1,2 and we are left with
With the above gauge choice we can see the Higgs mechanism at work that is associated with the magnetic field pulling the up-and down-brane apart: the charged scalar fluctuationsτ 1,2 now serve as Goldstone bosons that are eaten by the gauge bosonsÃ 1,2 m , acquiring a mass ∼ (τ 3 ) 2 , where τ 3 is essentially the vacuum expectation value of the diagonal component τ 3 of the τ-field. The remaining fluctuations τ 0,3 are the Higgs bosons.
Fixing the remaining gauge freedom
In the unitary gauge, L 4 , containing the only remaining mixing terms between gauge and scalar fluctuations, reads
where we used partial integration. The neutral part vanishes due to the gauge choice
hereby using the remaining gauge freedom in the a = 0, 3 directions, as the 't Hooft gauge (4.22) only fixes the gauge for a = 1, 2.
In the chosen gauge (4.22), (4.25), (4.28), the Lagrangian is free ofÃ mτ couplings:
Stability in scalar sector
In this Section we discuss the scalar part of the DBI-Lagrangian (4.30),
With the purpose of checking the stability of the B-dependent configuration with respect to scalar fluctuations, it is important to keep track of the correct signs in the action. First of all, we therefore replace
are now written in terms of the real components of the scalar fluctuationτ =τ a σ a (where in (4.19) it was implicitly assumed in evaluating the STr that τ =τ a t a = −iτ a σ a /2 with imaginary componentsτ a ). Slightly redefining L scalar to incorporate the sign of the full action,
we then end up with
The Hamiltonian associated with the Lagrangian is given by
where we switched notation again to normal squares
For the embedding to be stable towards scalarτ l -fluctuations, the associated energy density has to obey 34) which will be the case if each of the I l -functions is positive.
Let us discuss the two background functions that appear in the I l -functions, A(F 12 ) and G uu (∂τ). Using (3.18), the uu-component of the induced metric on the D8-branes as a function of the embedding ∂τ reads
with u ≥ u 0,l implicitly understood, and, from (3.19),
with the plus (minus) sign corresponding to l = u (l = d). A l is an increasing function of B, equal to 1 for B = 0, and a decreasing function of u, equal to 1 for u = ∞ so A l ≥ 1 (for all B and u).
The function 1 −
is a monotonically increasing function of u going from 0 at u 0,l to 1 at u → ∞ for any fixed value of B, see Figure 4 . Then, 38) and for the same reasons
This concludes the proof of stability of the flavour branes' embedding as depicted in Figure 2 with respect to diagonalτ-fluctuations. Note that the off-diagonalτ-components have disappeared through the gauge fixing in Section 4.1 -except for an irrelevant mass term for the undynamicalτ 1,2 in L Higgs . A similar mechanism in the context of the holographic description of heavy-light mesons can be found in [48] . Let us briefly expand on the physical interpretation of the discussion of stability in the scalar sector. While in the seminal work of [2] (the x µ -dependent parts of) the scalar modesτ were identified with scalar mesons in the dual field theory, this interpretation was revisited in [49] , where it is argued that thẽ τ-fluctuations are to be regarded as artifacts of the SSM 4 . The reason is that they transform under a Z 2 -symmetry of the geometric configuration (strictly speaking in the antipodal set-up), which is redundant in the sense that it is not shared with QCD. This is similar to the gauge field components A Ω 4 not having a counterpart in the dual QCD-like field theory, as they transform under the SO(5) isometry of the foursphere in the background (3.1). Any concern about the interpretation of the off-diagonalτ-components disappearing in the holographic Higgs mechanism coupled to the gauge fixing, is hence resolved: the 'eaten' fluctuations do not correspond to physical QCD-particles. The above discussion of the stability is not to be interpreted in terms of mesons in the dual field theory, but rather establishes that the geometrical configuration we will employ further is stable against small perturbations.
Vector sector in
Consider the vector part of the DBI-Lagrangian (4.30),
We have anticipated the vanishing of L vector−mixing upon filling in the gauge field expansion in terms of vector mesons, which we will come back to shortly. Let us reinstate the factors (2πα ) that we absorbed into the field strengths for notational convenience, and further approximate 5 the action to second order in (2πα ) 2 ∼ 1/λ 2 :
with proportionality factor − Effective 4-dimensional meson fields are introduced via the assumption that the flavour gauge field can be expanded in complete sets {ψ n (u)} n≥1 and {φ n (u)} n≥0 as follows [2] A µ (x
The rho meson appears as the lowest mode of the infinite vector meson tower B (n)
µ , and the pion as the lowest mode of the infinite (pseudo)scalar meson tower φ (n) µ . We will only retain these lowestlying mesons in the fluctuation towers, as -with the purpose of discussing a possible tachyonic vector instability -it makes sense that the least massive vector meson will likely be the first to condense.
One obtains an effective 4-dimensional action for the mesons by plugging the above fluctuation expansion for the gauge field into the 5-dimensional DBI-action governing the dynamics of the flavour gauge field, and subsequently integrating out the u-dependence. Some terms can already be understood to vanish during the integration over the extra radial dimension u by looking at the parity of ψ(z) ≡ ψ(u(z)) and φ 0 (z) ≡ φ 0 (u(z)), with u(z) = u 3 0 + u 0 z 2 a commonly used coordinate transformation to the coordinate z = −∞ · · · ∞ following the brane from one asymptotic endpoint to the other. Both ψ(z) and φ 0 (z) are even functions [2] , hence coupling terms between rho mesons and pions of the form ∼ D µÃ For the same reason the terms ∼Ã i ∂ uÃ j (with i, j = 1, 2) coming from L vector−mixing will not survive the u-integration. Note that this simplification is a consequence of cutting the meson towers down to their lowest states.
Rho meson mass and rho meson condensation
Background dependent functions in the action Before continuing with the strategy outlined above to extract the 4-dimensional effective action for the rho mesons, we take a closer look at the relevant functions f 1 , f 2 and f 3 as defined in (4.42), as well as the definitions for τ 3 and (G 1/2 uu F 12 ) 3 in terms of up-and down-components of the background fields.
Using (A.2) and (A.7), we have
with ∂τ short for
, as defined in (3.15) . Because of the theta-functions θ(u − u 0,l ) contained in ∂ u τ l , the contribution of ∂ u τ u only kicks in at u > u 0,u . Therefore these functions will all be discontinuous at u = u 0,u , as can be seen in the illustrative plot in Figure 5 for B = 0.8 GeV 2 . The dependence on B is implicit through the embedding, except for f 3 which also depends explicitly on B. Further, τ 3 gives a measure for the distance between up-and down-brane, defined as
such that τ 3 fulfills the boundary condition that the flavour branes coincide at u → ∞: τ ∼ 1 ⇒ τ 3 (∞) = 0. In Figure 6 the resulting discontinuous τ 3 is plotted for B = 0.8 GeV 2 , along with (2τ 3 ) 2 /(2πα ) 2 which contributes to the 'u-dependent mass' of the 5-dimensional gauge field. The contribution is smallalthough it is (2πα ) −2 -enhanced -since the splitting itself is a small effect. The last relevant background function in the action (4.41) for the discussion of the rho mesons is Eigenvalue problem Upon substitution of the gauge field expansions (4.43) and (4.44) into (4.41), the 5-dimensional DBI-Lagrangian to second order in the rho meson fluctuations (and second order in
11 (2πα ) 2 f 3 . Demanding that the first line of this Lagrangian reduces to the standard 4-dimensional form
after integrating out the u-dependences, leads to a normalization condition
and a mass term condition
on the ψ(u) functions 6 , which combine through partial integration to an eigenvalue equation for ψ(u): 53) with the eigenvalue Λ = m 2 ρ the sought for rho meson mass squared. We can separate the Higgs contribution to m 2 ρ by defining
such that m Rewritten as a function of x, the eigenvalue equation is invariant under x → −x, so we can split up the eigenfunction set in even/odd ψ n (x)'s, which correspond to odd/even parity mesons:
(4.57) 6 We absorbed the total prefactor V 4 T 8 g The eigenvalue problem (4.53) for the (odd parity) rho meson with the appropriate boundary condition (4.58) in the x-coordinate is thus of the form
To solve it we employ a shooting method, which consists of temporarily replacing (4.59) with the welldefined initial value problem
where Λ is treated as a 'shooting' parameter. We used the scaling freedom ψ(x) → hψ(x) to impose that ψ(0) = 1 (the value of h will be fixed by the normalization condition in the end). For each value of Λ, (4.60) can be solved numerically for ψ Λ (x). Next, solving the equation ψ Λ (π/2) = 0 finally determines the eigenvalue Λ = m 2 ρ . For completeness we add a few comments about the numerical method we used to solve the eigenvalue problem at hand (4.59), which in detail reads 
so we have to provide Mathematica with an ansatz for ψ(x) at small x to prevent the equation from blowing up there. Demanding that ∂ x ψ ∼ x to avoid the last term in (4.62) from diverging, would still give ln x ∂ 2 x ψ → −∞. Instead we demand that ∂ 2
(in practice we have set n = 13). With this ansatz for ψ ⇒ ∂ x ψ ∼ LogIntegral(x) + c, the term 1 x ∂ x ψ will only be finite if the integration constant c = ∂ x ψ(0) = 0 7 . Near x = x up , or y → 0 in the useful coordinate y defined through u 3 = u 3 0,u cos −2 y, the differential equation's form
again needs to be fed with an ansatz for ψ that keeps the equation finite, i.e. ψ(
with ∂ y ψ(0) = 0. This means we can demand continuity of ψ at x = x up but not of its derivative 8 . An example result of ψ(x) and its derivative is shown in Figure 7 . Effective 4-dimensional EOM and result for total eigenvalue The effective 4-dimensional action becomes
with the normalized ψ, as determined in the previous paragraph, satisfying the normalization and mass conditions (4.51) and (4.52), and the newly defined m + and k to be calculated from Here m + is an extra contribution to the mass of the transverse (w.r.t. the magnetic field B = B e 3 ) components of the charged rho meson, ρ a=1,2 µ=1,2 , as a consequence of B breaking Lorentz invariance. The parameter k describes a non-minimal coupling of the charged rho meson to the magnetic field, related to the magnetic moment µ via µ = (1+k)e/(2m) so to the gyromagnetic ratio g via g = 1+k.
The standard 4-dimensional action used to describe the coupling of charged rho mesons to an external magnetic field is the Proca action [51] (which is equivalent to the DSGS-action [20] for self-consistent rho meson quantum electrodynamics to second order in the fields). The Proca action is equal to (4.64) with m + = 0 and m ρ and k(= 1) independent of B: there is only explicit dependence of the action on B, which is to be traced back to the treatment of the rho mesons as point-like structureless particles. Instead, in our approach, the effect of B on the constituent quarks is taken into account via the effect of B on the embedding of the flavour probe branes 9 , leading to an implicit dependence on B of both the mass m 2 ρ (B) and the magnetic coupling k(B). The effect of B on the embedding is two-fold (see Section 3.4 and in particular Figure 2 ): the branes move upwards in the holographic direction, corresponding to chiral magnetic catalysis, and the up-and down-brane get separated, corresponding to a stronger chiral magnetic catalysis for the up-quark than for the down-quark. Both effects translate into a mass generating effect for the rho meson, m 2 ρ (B) , as can be seen in Figure 8 . The chiral magnetic catalysis causes the rho meson to get heavier as its constituents do. The split between the branes adds to the mass of the rho meson via a holographic Higgs mechanism: as the branes separate, the flavour gauge field strings between up and down branes (i.e. representing charged quark-antiquark combinations ud, ud) get stretched. Because of their string tension this results in an extra Higgs mass term in the action forÃ a=1,2 µ -and thus for ρ
the start action. Where in the absence of splitted branes, τ 3 = 0, the 4-dimensional mass m ρ as defined in going from (4.49) to (4.50) is purely effective, i.e. only present after integrating out the fifth dimension u, the Higgs contributions to the mass stem from the stringy mass of the 5-dimensional gauge field itself. A direct interpretation of the stringy mass contribution in effective QCD-terms we cannot offer. Since the splitting of the branes is small though, the induced mass contribution is almost negligible, see Figure  9 . Further, as can be seen in Figure 8 , m + (B) as f 3 in (4.65) is negative, so the mass of the transversal components of the charged rho mesons will already be slightly smaller than that of the longitudinal ones, and k(B) is approximately equal to one, but not exactly, corresponding to a gyromagnetic ratio g ≈ 2. 
and the complex conjugate of this equation for the other charged combination
Solving (4.69) with ρ ν → e i( p· x−Et) ρ ν for the eigenvalues of the energy, one finds 'modified Landau levels' that we will discuss in more detail in the next Section, where they will show up as a special case of the most general form of modified Landau levels that we encounter solving the 4-dimensional EOMs that come from the use of the full DBI-action. Only in the case that k = 1, m + = 0 and m ρ (B) = m ρ (0) one retrieves the standard Landau levels for a free relativistic spin-s particle moving in the background of a constant magnetic field B = B e 3 (assuming B > 0):
with n the Landau level number and s 3 the eigenvalue of the spin operator
giving the projection of the spin of the particle onto the direction of the magnetic field.
While the modifications due to k = 1, m + (B) = 0 and m ρ (B) are a bit subtle for higher levels, the energy of s 3 = 1, p 3 = 0 particles in the lowest Landau level n = 0 is given by a straightforward generalization
We conclude that the combinations of charged rho mesons that have their spin aligned with the magnetic field, s 3 = 1, i.e.
will have an effective mass squared
going through zero at a critical magnetic field
which marks the onset of rho meson condensation. Our result for m 2 ρ,eff is shown in Figure 10 . The total action includes, next to the DBI-part, a Chern-Simons term. In general, contributions from the Chern-Simons action are suppressed in the large λ expansion, but in the presence of large background fields Chern-Simons effects can become important, similar to the higher order terms in the (2πα ∼ 1 λ )-expansion of the DBI-action (see comments in the upcoming Section 4.4.1). The intrinsic-parity-odd nature of the Chern-Simons action ensures that it will not contribute ρ 2 -terms to the effective 4-dimensional action to second order in the fluctuations, but it will describe ρπB coupling terms between rho mesons and pions. However, as discussed in more detail in [1] , the antisymmetrization over spacetime indices in the Chern-Simons action
will make sure that the magnetic field B = F 
Pion mass
We briefly discuss the pion part of the DBI-Lagrangian (4.41), which upon substitution of the gauge field expansion (4.44) and further approximation to second order in the pion fields reads
(4.77)
Ignoring in this Section the 1/λ-suppressed ρπB-contributions from the Chern-Simons action, the effective 4-dimensional action for the pions becomes
with φ 0 satisfying the normalization condition
and the pions no longer massless:
We can understand the emergence of this mass again as a consequence of the holographic Higgs mechanism. The magnetic field breaks chiral symmetry explicitly (albeit only slightly) by pulling the upand down-brane apart. The previously massless pions, serving as Goldstone bosons associated with the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry, hence get a small mass, related to the distance τ 3 ∼ τ u − τ d between the branes. Solving the effective 4-dimensional EOM for the charged pions with π → e i( p· x−Et) π for the eigenvalues of the energy, one finds 'almost Landau levels' for a spinless particle The pion thus gets a mass in the presence of a magnetic field, although we are working in a model in the chiral limit (zero bare quark masses) and with no chiral condensate (at least not in the setting we used, without incorporating a tachyon field as was done in [30] ). This violates the GMOR-relation relating the bare quark masses times chiral condensate to the mass of the pion. It was however already discussed in e.g. [33, 52] that the GMOR-relation is no longer valid for charged pions in the presence of a magnetic field.
To calculate the mass m π in (4.80), we determine the form of the eigenfunction φ 0 (u) analogously as in [2] . φ 0 has to be orthogonal to all other φ n≥1 (the higher eigenfunctions that we left out in the expansion (4.44)). The eigenfunctions φ n≥1 obey the same normalization condition (4.79) as φ 0 , which upon comparison with the mass condition (4.54) for ψ n≥1 ,
leads to
Then, orthogonality of φ 0 and φ n≥1 ∼ ∂ u ψ n≥1 is ensured by proposing
(with normalization constant determined by the normalization condition (4.79)):
by virtue of the vanishing of ψ n≥1 at the boundary u → ∞. With φ 0 given in (4.85) we can determine the Higgs contribution to the mass m π . In Figure 11 we plot the eigenfunction φ 0 (u) (which is discontinuous due to the discontinuous nature of f 2 ), the mass m π and the total effective 4-dimensional mass m π,eff . We end this Section with a comment on the validity of the use of the non-Abelian DBI-action for non-coincident branes 10 .
In the context of heavy-light mesons, which we encounter here as magnetically induced through the splitting of the flavour branes, one often studies the separated branes system by the use of two (Abelian) DBI-actions plus a Nambu-Goto action for the classical, i.e. macroscopic, heavy-light meson string (e.g. [53] ). In [48] however, one uses the non-Abelian DBI action for the description of heavylight mesons, as we also did in this paper. They do remark that as soon as the distance between the separated branes is larger than the fundamental string length s , the non-Abelian DBI-description is actually expected to break down. So let us show here that in our case the separation between up-and down-brane and hence the length of the charged rho meson strings is not larger than s .
The total length of a string stretching in the u-and τ-direction is given by
Consider for example a string at τ = 0 stretching from u 0,d (B) to u 0,u (B). It has a length
with the B-dependence of u 0,u and u 0,d implicit in the last line. Similarly, the same string stretching between u 0 and u K , corresponding to a constituent quark (i.e. this one is a macroscopic string, cfr. the use of the Nambu-Goto action to obtain the expression for the constituent quark mass (3.7)) has a length
With our fixed holographic parameters, we have a numerical value for s to compare these lengths to:
From the plots in Figure 12 of L s and L q as functions of B up to 2 GeV 2 , we read of estimations of the maximal L s ≈ 0.25 GeV −1 and minimal L q ≈ 1.25 GeV −1 , from which we can conclude that L s < s and L q > s , consistent with using the classical Nambu-Goto action for the constituent quark string, but using the non-Abelian DBI-description for the charged rho meson string. 
Vector sector for full DBI-action 4.4.1 Comments on the validity of the (2πα )-expansion
In the previous Section 4.3 and the previous paper [1] we approximated the DBI-action to second order in (2πα )F. The justification that we used for this expansion is roughly that α ∼ 1/λ with λ ≈ 15 'large' in our fixed units. The reader might worry that there is some ambiguity in the proportionality factor α ∼ 1/λ since the parameter X = λ 2 s can be chosen freely, as we did in (3.4) . The ambiguity should however disappear from all physical quantities and indeed will no longer be present in the full expansion parameter. Let us take a closer look.
) in the action (3.10), the expansion parameter (g D8 11 ) −1 (2πα )iF 12 is supposed to be small compared to 1, with (3.15):
The same expansion parameter can be read off from the form of the matrix A as defined in (3.19) . The most strict condition would then be
or, in our fixed units,
with the appearing combination independent of our choice of X since u 0 ∼ X, R 3 ∼ X and (2πα ) ∼ X. The instability we found in the F 2 -approximation sets in at B c ≈ 0.8 GeV 2 (see (4.75)), where the used approximation is thus not necessarily valid anymore. On the other hand, the above is the most strict condition we can impose, it is not so clear what the impact of the u-dependence is on this argument. We will therefore use the full STr-action and compare with the F 2 -approximation results to provide a conclusive answer to the question of the validity of the (2πα )-expansion in our set-up. It will turn out that using the full STr-action the instability is still present and the value of B c is only slightly higher.
In [54] it is argued that α -corrections can cause magnetically induced tachyonic instabilities of W -boson strings, stretching between separated D3-branes, to disappear when the inter-brane distance becomes larger than 2π s . The Landau level spectrum for the W -boson is said to receive large α -corrections in general [54, 55] . The paper [56] also gives an example where consideration of the full non-Abelian DBI-action in all orders of α -be it using an adapted STr-prescription -can change the physics, that is, the order of the there discussed phase transitions changes.
Deriving the effective 4-dimensional equations of motion
Reconsider the vector part of the DBI-Lagrangian in unitary gauge (4.30),
where the notation | µ=1,2 as introduced in (4.17) can be written out as
Instead of approximating this action further to (2πα ) 2 F 2 , we now keep all factors of
u 3 . Upon evaluating the STr we then obtain
where we defined the new I-functions
with f 1 and f 2 approaching their previous definition in (4.42) and f 1A , f 1B and f 2A → 0 for A → 1 in the (2πα ) 2 -approximation, as they should.
Extracting the effective 4-dimensional action from (4.90) is completely analogous to the procedure described in Section 4.3, so we will give a somewhat more schematic and short explanation here and refer to Section 4.3 for more details.
After plugging in the gauge field expansions (4.43)-(4.44) into the action in the approximation of only retaining the lowest modes of the meson towers, one can already notice the vanishing of duL vector−mixing = 0 and of mixing terms between pions and rho mesons. We will focus on the instability in the rho meson sector.
Background dependent functions in the action
The generalized I-functions in (4.92) have to be calculated numerically. In Figure 13 we compare them to their approximated counterparts for some fixed values of the magnetic field. The measure for the distance between up-and down-brane τ 3 (u) is still as defined in (4.48), and finally 
which results in the following effective 4-dimensional action
The function ψ (rescaled to absorb all constant prefactors in the action) satisfies the normalization condition
combining into the eigenvalue equation
to be solved for its B-dependent eigenvalue m 2 ρ and eigenfunction ψ. The B-dependent numbers m + , k, a and b can subsequently be calculated with the obtained eigenfunctions from
(4.100) and
The numerical results for m 2 ρ , m 2 + , k, a and b as functions of B, after having solved the eigenvalue problem with the techniques described in the second paragraph of 4.3.1, are shown in Figure 14 
Solving the 4-dimensional equations of motion
The 4-dimensional EOMs for ρ a ν derived from the effective action (4.95) are given by
, and where from now on we will not only keep assuming the Einstein convention that double µ, ν indices are Minkowski sums over µ, ν = 0..3 but also that double i, j indices are sums over spatial indices i, j = 1, 2. For notational clarity we will not explicitly write out the B-dependence of the parameters m ρ , m + , k, a and b in this Section, but assume it understood.
The equations (a = 1) ± i(a = 2) combine into the EOM for the charged rho meson 
µν , (4.103) can be rewritten to the following EOMs for resp. ν = i and ν = 3:
These equations have to be complemented with a subsidiary condition, obtained by acting with D ν on the EOM (4.103) and again using
still relating D ν ρ ν (ν = 0..3) to transversal components ρ i (i = 1, 2) only, such that the EOMs for the transverse rho mesons can be rewritten as independent from any longitudinal components. Before doing so, let us remark that the above system of EOMs combined with the subsidiary condition reduces to its standard Proca form for a, b, m + → 0, k → 1 and no B-dependence in m ρ (or any of the previous parameters). The non-zero and B-dependent a and b are present due to taking into account all powers in the field strength in the non-linear non-Abelian DBI-action, which is also partly the reason for the B-dependence of m ρ , k and m + , in addition to their implicit description of the response of the quark constituents to the magnetic field (cfr. the chiral magnetic catalysis and holographic Higgs mechanism for heavy-light mesons discussed earlier).
To determine the solutions of the EOMs we follow and generalize the procedure used in [57] . In order to make comparisons with the original expressions in [57] more clear, we temporarily change notation to
such that π µ becomes p µ −A 3 µ when substituting a plane wave ansatz φ µ → e i p· x−iEt φ µ into (4.104)-(4.105), and in particular we can write π 2 ν = −E 2 + π 2 . In this new notation the EOMs (4.104)-(4.105) combined with (4.106) can be recast in the form
where we defined
The main trick for solving the system is to notice that the operators π ± obey the algebra of a simple harmonic oscillator, if one defines annihilation and creation operatorsâ andâ † aŝ
which obey
The 'number operator'N is then defined asN
allowing us to rewrite the system (4.109)-(4.111), using π 2 = p 2 3 + B(2N + 1) and 
B ξ 2 (4.119)
A ξ 2 (4.120) Proca parameters a = b = m + = 0 and k = 1. In the latter situation the independent solutions for any n are given by
with eigenvalue ω 2 = ω 2 3 = (2n − 1)ξ. Here we formally defined the 'number eigenstates' |n aŝ
In the rest of the discussion of possible solutions below, we consider A ξ and B ξ different from zero.
Condensing solution Before decoupling the first two equations of (4.116) to discuss the general form of the solution, let us first look at the one we are most interested in, the condensing solution:
for which the EOM reduces to
with total eigenvalue This indeed reduces to its (2πα ) 2 -approximated equivalent (4.74), m 2 ρ,eff = m 2 ρ + m 2 + − kξm 2 ρ , for a → 0.
Family of solutions
We present the general discussion of the family of solutions of (4.116). One family of solutions is
the other one
The corresponding eigenvalue ω can be determined from decoupling the first two equations of (4.116) to
Substitution of (4.128) has the effect of replacingN in (4.129) by (n − 1) and in (4.130) by (n + 1). With these replacements, the curly-bracketed expressions in the two equations become identical, and either of them can be solved, with the result for our generalized Landau levels finally given by
(4.131)
This reduces to Mathews' solution for general k = 1, eq. (19) in [57] , for a, b, m
and the modified Landau levels mentioned in Section 4.3.1 are given by (4.131) with a, b → 0. Given the value of E 2 from (4.131) and the ansatz (4.128) for φ 3 , the equation (4.118) can be solved for c n . The constant c n can be determined from substituting the solution (4.128) and (4.131) into either one of the first two equations of (4.116).
For completeness, we mention the last remaining possible solution
In this whole discussion of the solutions of the EOMs for the rho meson, the key observation is that the energy eigenstates are so-called 'number eigenstates', labeled by the Landau level number n. They are not necessarily spin eigenstates, as we will discuss next.
Discussion of the spin of the solutions Consider the eigenstates of the spin operator S 3 as defined in (4.71),
It is clear that only the branch of solutions (4.127) and the condensing solution (4.124) are spin eigenstates, resp. with eigenvalues s 3 = 0 and s 3 = +1; the other branches of solutions for general k = 1 case are not. This is in contrast with the special k = 1 Proca case (4.122) where all Landau levels, including the excited states, are also spin eigenstates.
We conclude by summarizing that the condensing states are given by (4.124) and its conjugate,
and ρ = φ * − = ρ 1 + iρ 2 -where we translated back to the previously used notation-with energy eigenvalue m 2 ρ,eff = (4.126) and spin eigenvalue s 3 = +1 corresponding to the spins being aligned with the magnetic field. Our result for the effective rho meson mass squared m 2 ρ,eff , as shown in Figure 16 , again demonstrates the tachyonic instability, with the critical magnetic field for rho meson condensation given this time by
The increase compared to the estimate for B c in (4.75) using the (2πα ) 2 -approximation is pretty small. This indicates that the expansion to second order in (2πα )F was a valid approximation, despite the ambiguities mentioned in Section 4.4.1. 
Comment on the antipodal case
For completeness, we consider the effect in the antipodal SSM, u 0 = u K , of including all higher order terms in the total field strength in the DBI-action. As mentioned before, the embedding of the flavour branes is independent of B in this case, resulting in standard Landau levels and thus m 2 ρ,eff (B) = m 2 ρ − B if the action is approximated to second order in (2πα )F. In this set-up there is no constituent quark mass (3.7) and no chiral magnetic catalysis.
To reproduce m 2 ρ = 0.602 GeV 2 at zero magnetic field, along with f π = 0.093 GeV for the pion decay constant, we have to use the holographic parameters fixed in [3] 
with u = u K cos −2/3 x this time and I(A 1/2 ) reducing to 1 for B = 0. With the numerical result for the eigenfunction ψ and eigenvalue m 2 ρ , the total effective rho meson squared can be obtained using (4.126),
The result is shown in Figure 17 , where the corresponding critical magnetic field can be read off to be B c ≈ 1.07 GeV 2 . 
Summary
We studied a magnetically induced tachyonic instability in the charged rho meson sector, arising from the DBI-part of the two-flavour Sakai-Sugimoto model. We examined both the case of antipodal and the more general non-antipodal embedding, each in the (2πα ) 2 F 2 -approximation of the action versus the full DBI-action, non-linear in the total field strength F. The results for the effective rho meson mass squared m 2 ρ,eff (B), vanishing at the critical magnetic field B c and thereby signaling the onset of the tachyonic instability, are shown in Figure 18 for each of the four set-ups. The antipodal SSM reproduces exactly the standard 4-dimensional Proca picture and Landau levels of the effective QCD-model used in [15] , with B c = m 2 ρ ≈ 0.602 GeV 2 . The same picture was obtained in a holographic toy model involving an SU(2) Einstein-Yang-Mills action for an SU(2) bulk gauge field in a (4+1)-dimensional AdS-Schwarzschild black hole background [24] , and more recently for a 3-dimensional field theory in a (3+1)-dimensional DSGS-model generalized to AdS [26] . The nonantipodal SSM predicts a larger value of B c ≈ 0.78 GeV 2 as a result of taking two mass-generating effects for the charged rho meson into account, i.e. chiral magnetic catalysis for the rho meson constituents on one hand, and a stringy Higgs-contribution to the mass from stretching the rho meson string between the magnetically separated up-and down-brane. Both effects are a direct result from the B-dependence of the non-antipodal flavour branes' embedding, and hence absent in the antipodal set-up. Considering the full DBI-action instead of approximating it to second order in the total field strength further increases the value of the magnetic field B c at the onset of rho meson condensation, more precisely to B c ≈ 0.85 GeV 2 in the non-antipodal case. The effect of taking the non-linear contributions in F 12 into account seems to be stronger for the antipodal set of parameters compared to the non-antipodal one -in both cases parameters are fixed to reproduce QCD parameters at zero magnetic field. This leads us to conclude that the F 2 -approximation is better justified for the considered problem in the non-antipodal embedding than in the antipodal one. We are however very well aware of the fact that the full DBI-action is not the complete non-Abelian action for a system of N f branes -a closed form of which is still to be found -, starting to show deviations at order F 6 [42, 43] . We do not claim the DBI-result is necessarily more correct than the F 2 -result, yet we wanted to examine the extent of the difference. In conclusion, the SSM-predictions for B c are close to order 1 GeV 2 , as obtained in the NJL-model in [16] and on the lattice in [21] .
A main motivation for these comparisons within the SSM was to investigate what holography can add to the QCD-phenomenological picture of rho meson condensation, purposely working in a top-down approach -the downside of which are the technical complications. We for example elaborated on evaluating the STr exactly (to second order in fluctuations in the presence of an Abelian background field), the gauge fixing necessary to disentangle scalar and vector fluctuations, the contribution of the ChernSimons action, the pion sector in the F 2 -approximated DBI-part of the action, the Higgs mechanism associated with the magnetically induced heavy-light character of the charged rho mesons, numerically solving the eigenvalue equation for m 2 ρ with a shooting method, and analytically solving the generalized effective 4-dimensional EOMs. For the above reasons of complexity we have not yet been able to construct the new ground state in which the rho mesons are condensed. This ground state is expected to be an Abrikosov lattice of rho meson vortices, as constructed in the DSGS-model in [22] and in a bottom-up holographic model in [25] . The Abrikosov lattice forms an anisotropic and spatially inhomogeneous, type II superconducting ground state of the QCD vacuum in the presence of a strong magnetic field [23] , with the interesting property that the magnetic field creates the superconducting state instead of destroying it (cfr. Meissner effect). In [26] , the real part of the optical conductivity in the condensed phase is shown to contain a delta peak at the origin, consistent with a superconducting condensed state. Another downside of the top-down approach and in particular the SSM is the abundance of extra fields in the bulk that do not have counterparts in the dual field theory. The mass scale ∼ M K of these artifacts of the model is actually of the same order as the masses of the mesons. Nevertheless the SSM can present a nice record of QCD-effects and properties that can be modeled, suggesting the influence of the redundant modes is not necessarily substantial.
We have been able to show that the SSM has a magnetically induced instability towards rho meson condensation, consistent with the studies of this phenomenon in phenomenological [15, 16] , lattice [21] and bottom-up holographic [24, 26] approaches. To come closer to the real-life quark-gluon plasma conditions where the presence of magnetic fields of the order of ∼ 1 GeV 2 might eventually be obtained, it should be taken into account that there are also very high temperatures/densities present, and that the magnetic field is very localized both in space and time (see the more recent works cited under [17] ). These features may in the end seriously influence the possible occurrence of rho meson condensation.
A Appendix: STr-prescription Prescription We write down the prescription for the evaluation of the symmetrized trace STr to second order in fluctuations in the presence of a constant Abelian background, as derived in [42] and [46] . 
and STr H (F)X = Tr H (F)X .
(A.5)
Generalized prescription A straightforward generalization of the prescription when dealing with two Abelian background fields can be written down.
For even functions H (∂τ) and G(F) of diagonal background fields ∂τ = ∂τ 0 σ 0 + ∂τ 3 σ 3 and F = F 0 σ 0 + F 3 σ 3 , and fluctuationX =X a t a (generator t a = − I u (H G) = H (∂τ
and STr H (∂τ)G(F)X = Tr H (∂τ)G(F)X .
(A.10)
A.1 Derivation of the prescription
For completeness, let us schematically recapitulate how the above prescription was obtained. In this derivation we will temporarily write U(2)-indices as lower instead of upper indices, to avoid notational clutter.
• • STr(F mX 2 ) with m even, F = F 0 σ 0 + F 3 σ 3 andX =X a t a with t a = −i 
